
ATTENTION, PRINT ON DEMAND SELLERS...

Imagine building your own 6-

figure online shop 

without having to spend a dime on ads or

wasting countless hours with endless trial + error

ENROLL NOW

Revealing My Simple 3-Step Method That Helped Me

Reach Consistent $100k+ Years On Etsy Since 2014...

(and I did it all ORGANICALLY, without social media, paid ads, or marketplaces like

Shopify or Amazon!)

You see, the real secret is in leveraging Etsy's built in traffic stream (70 million shoppers PER YEAR). 

When you know exactly how to make the Etsy search algorithm your BFF like I learned how to, your

shop will skyrocket with less effort and unbelievable results!

Listen, after 4+ years of working with print on demand sellers of all types (and being a seller myself for 7

years) I know a thing or two about what holds you back from breaking through. 

You want a serious print on demand business. You know you have what it takes, but everything you do

(even when you feel as if you're doing everything "right") just doesn't seem to take off like you imagined

it would. 

There's conflicting information everywhere. It's likely you've spent hours watching YouTube videos and

came out the other side even more confused than before. Well, I've got some great news... What if I told

you that you can now stop the desperate search and escape the maddening guessing game? Everything

you need is in one place right here. 

Top Seller Secret creates MEGA

sellers on Etsy...

The proof is in the testimonials! 

Meet Renoka, a Top Seller Secret student

who sold $200k+ in 30 days, just 3 months

after finishing the course! 

Watch what she has to say about her experience becoming

a mega seller here!

WHAT THIS COURSE WILL TEACH YOU:

(SPOILER ALERT: IT'S EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW, AND NONE OF WHAT

YOU DON'T!) 

 Strategy  |  Design  |  Pinterest  |  Mega Seller Mentality  |  Everything In Between

 

◉  S T R A T E G Y

ONLY what's most important in terms of organically (meaning leveraging the pre-

existing 100+ million shoppers ALREADY ON ETSY) building and scaling your Etsy shop

WITHOUT ADS or social media necessary.

Including:

• Detailed search engine optimization (SEO) strategy  to get your listings ranking on the

first page of search results for the most relevant keywords (this is how you scale a shop

organically - you MUST be easily seen!).  You'll learn how to do this by utilizing the

goldmine that is eRank.com.

• Product/niche selection based on real customer data (and NOT guesses!).

• My tried & tested in-depth process for testing, analyzing & building out on what's

working in your shop in order to scale it to the moon

• Plus MUCH more! All systems & processes are supported with deep-dive style, yet

simple, homework to help guide you as efficiently and effectively as possible through

it all!

 

◉  D E S I G N 

How to create best selling designs without being a designer - this is my specialty. You'll

learn how to create exactly what people want so they BUY (and they buy a lot). 

• Canva, Photoshop Elements, and Photopea.com design tutorials

• All the design basics including color matching for print on demand, design

dimensions, and more.

• Best selling design templates (created by me in Canva) that you can edit and use on

your own products to accelerate sales.

• MANY screen share videos of me executing design creation so you can see my design

process first hand at work.

• Choosing fonts/text designs, and more!

 

◉  P I N T E R E S T

After hitting 20+ MILLION views on my Etsy shop's Pinterest account, I decided it was a

non-negotiable that I taught other sellers how to harness the power of this unique (and

highly viable) platform.

Included in this course, I spill every last Pinterest secret I have and teach you exactly

how to execute a winning Pinterest strategy to boost traffic and sales in your shop with

very little effort (and no money on ads necessary!).

I discovered one simple MEGA keyword hack that nobody talks about - yet it changed

everything for my Pinterest views + engagement. I teach you every step of it here.

 

◉  M E G A   S E L L E R   M E N T A L I T Y 

Learn what separates the low performing sellers from the massively successful sellers on

Etsy and how to develop that winning mindset that will help you achieve, grow, and

maintain a 6-figure annual income on Etsy!

 

◉  E V E R Y T H I N G   I N   B E T W E E N

Worried you'll still be missing something? Don't be.

You'll learn every last detail you need to know in order to get to where you're trying to go

on Etsy. 

Included in this course is also all the right information on creating highly effective

mockup photos, over 12+ hours of group coaching call replays, motivational print outs,

cheat sheets, organizational Google Docs, recordings of me doing shop critiques, and

SO MUCH MORE!

 

A few more explosive success stories from

students of the course...

 

⬆ This is the MAGIC of Top Seller Secret! ⬆
 

You simply won't find another course that delivers quite like this one. 

Why?...

Because only the most potent & important information is laid out in extremely detailed, fool-

proof, step-by-step processes. There is no fluff and there is NO BS. Students continue to soar

passed everything they thought was possible to brand new levels utilizing what's inside this

magical master course! It's the only option for print on demand sellers who are 110% ready to

create massive results on Etsy.

If you're ready to achieve

something big with me...

THEN YOU'RE IN THE RIGHT PLACE. They don't call me the organic

queen for nothin'! If you've been trying to make print on demand work for

a while or if you've spent just about any amount of time in related

Facebook groups... You've probably thought or heard that maybe print on

demand (or Etsy itself) just doesn't work. 

"Some people just get lucky," and "Print on demand is way too

oversaturated to make it as a new seller". LIES. All lies. 

You see, when people don't have the right information - when they don't

properly understand a situation, they make the next logical assumptions.

When it comes to print on demand it does seem logical that, if you're not

successful after trying "everything" in your shop, it's probably due to over-

saturation or Etsy not "working". 

But those assumptions are based on misinformation and they are not, in

fact, the truth. 

When you know the right stuff and apply it appropriately, you quickly

discover that the real problem was your approach.

When you implement my tested, proven system... Magic

happens.

YOU GO FROM THIS: TO THIS:

Spinning your wheels, implementing tons of different tactics

touted by different sources (none of which end up paying off)

Not only knowing what to focus on, but knowing exactly HOW to

focus on it with step-by-step processes

Wasting hundreds of dollars a month on ads and spending

exorbitant amounts of time trying to drive social media traffic

Understanding these things are simply icing on the cake when you

already have fantastic organic momentum

Feeling like giving up, like you don't get it, like despite everything

you do - it's just not working

Feeling effortlessly motivated and inspired naturally because you

now make on data-backed decisions and follow clear processes to

create predictable results

If you're ready to go from 'spinning your wheels' to

effectively scaling your business with the right strategies

but you need someone who's been there, done that to

guide the way...

I created Top Seller Secret: The Master Course just for

you!

What can you expect from Top Seller

Secret?

Top Seller Secret is a ZERO FLUFF, extremely potent program created specifically to

help you create the biggest results in the shortest amount of time in your shop. It's all

about how to leverage Etsy's organic traffic stream and become the top seller you've

been dreaming about!

By the end of the program, you'll be a pro at…

No more struggling. No more confusion. No more wasting time.

Understanding how to make the right shop growth decisions based on simple

data and not on guesses. Choices that aren't a shot in the dark, and the detailed

(but streamlined) processes used to gather all the necessary information. This will

save you hours upon hours of time AND accelerate your efforts for bigger, faster results!

!

Choosing and creating the right products + designs that bring the best results and

the methods used to test and scale your entire product offering with ease. Having

the right, most in demand product offering is where the majority of failed sellers

go wrong. It's essential.

!

Running your business on your terms. When you have the right processes and

structures in place to support your biz, you have more space and freedom to be

creative and have fun!

!

Here's how the program breaks down...

My 6 Figure Scaling Process: The I.O.D.

Method

My I.O.D. Method (and the processes it's comprised of) is literally my top seller

secret and the heart and soul of this program.

It is my promise to you that each video of this course will be 110% value packed

and ripe for immediate implementation.

The I.O.D. Method is deceptively simple and wildly effective:

➤➤ Step One: Identify - Top trends, niches, demand.

➤➤ Step Two: Optimize - Search engine optimization, listing photos, pricing,

listing details.

➤ Step Three: Develop - Scaling your business through testing/collecting real

time data/building out based on that data.

 

M O D U L E  O N E :  I D E N T I F Y

 

All successful businesses begin with effectively identifying where the most

viable opportunities lie. Print on demand is no different. Without the proper

identification of ideal customers, niches, and in demand designs, nothing else

will matter to the growth of your shop. This module teaches you next level

identification - where to look, how to decide, and ultimately what choices will

maximize your growth long term.

In module one, you’re going to learn:

Using the strategies I created and intricately detail in

this module, I increased my own shops sales and

revenue by over 50% when I first began implementing

these steps. 

They worked for me and they've been easily replicated

by thousands of my students too!

Potent, no-nonsense trend researching (AKA in demand product

identification) and methods to collect/save your findings in an organized

and easily manageable way. 

!

Verifying trend research results through a highly accurate and simple

resource (erank.com) that will allow you to quickly decide, based on

specific parameters, whether to "take or toss" ideas.

!

The exact processes and resources (checklists/templates) I use for my

own shops to identify the gold mine niches that few (if any) other sellers

are taking advantage of. 

!

M O D U L E  T W O :  O P T I M I Z E

 

Once you've gathered the right information and narrowed down your product,

customer and niche decisions - none of that is any good until you optimize it.

Which is where this module comes in with what many of my students have

dubbed the "gold mine" amidst everything I teach. It's truly that juicy!

In module two, you’re going to learn:

Optimization is transforming a listing from mediocre

performer to best seller status. It's a non-negotiable in

a 6-figure shop!

 

How to find, select, and structure keywords to create optimal titles and

tags to get your listings in front of more shoppers organically. There are

80 million+ shoppers on Etsy each year. The right keywords get you in

front of the right buyers, and your business soars as a result. 

!

How to master utilizing the right listing photos to captivate your

customer and create the irresistible urge to click and find out more about

your product - even amidst a sea of competitors in search results.

The competition is no match for expertly chosen listing photos.

!

Overall listing optimization to create the ideal customer experience and

sustain a high conversion rate (how effective your listings are at

converting browsers into buyers) through description, pricing, shipping

(and more) details.

!

https://www.beawolfbiz.com/topsellersecret


The Top Seller Secret Master Course has handy implementation tools built into

the curriculum to ensure you can start taking the right action, right away...

" CHECKLISTS

Getting things done happens faster and

more effectively when your steps are

clear. Which is why this program is

equipped with clear and helpful

checklists when necessary. 

☼ SUCCESS PATH

Each module is broken down into

detailed steps that are filled with deeper

clarity and logical pathways to greater

success. No confusion, no overwhelm.

When you're clear on how things work,

you're more motivated to make them

work!

♥ COMMUNITY

All students of the Top Sell Secret

program have access to the exclusive

Facebook group to ask questions, get

feedback, and expand with like-minded

sellers!

" TEMPLATES

Where there is a template required to

make your seller journey easier and more

effective - this course delivers!

Organization is a necessity! I'm handing

over my best templates to all Top Seller

Secret students.

Enroll in the Top Seller Secret Master Course today!

Choose the best plan for you and unlock IMMEDIATE ACCESS

to all content today!...

PAY IN FULL 

(with special bonuses!)

$1,697

ENROLL IN COURSE

Apply for 3-12 Month Payment

Plan (North America only)

$1,997

PAYMENT PLAN

ENROLLMENT

1-1 Shop Critique Strategy Call

Replays

Get immediate access to 4 very special shop

critique replays where Brittany dives DEEP with 4

different sellers just like you! Follow along as

Brittany outlines specific changes that must be

made to uplevel their shops and all the details of

how to execute each change!

Weekly Group Coaching Replays

Get immediate access to ALL SIX of the recorded

(previously live) group coaching call replays that are

jam packed with additional, super valuable secrets

and answers to ALL your burning questions. This

type of high-level group coaching is only offered

within this course. Don't miss it! 

($1,697 value)

HAVE WE MET?

I'm Brittany.

I've been an Etsy seller for 7 wild and crazy years. I built my 6-figure

annual shop having taken zero courses (they weren't around back then!)

and with zero experience in online retail. 

When I started I was living with my parents at 24 years old and within

4-5 months of opening my shop I moved out. With no other source of

income, I went full time on Etsy.

In 18 months I was in the top 1% of sellers. I worked 12-14 hour days on

my shop for a very long time. I was determined to make it work. I tried

everything.

If it didn't work, I quickly discarded it. If it did work, I ran with it. 

The culmination of all this trial and error was what prepared me, 7 years

later, to be able to turn around and teach other sellers ONLY the things

that worked and can be effectively replicated.

I'm here to help you win. Period. I hope you'll trust me to be your guide.

I guarantee you won't regret it. Let's do this!

 

If you're ready to finally learn what

really matters to growing a print on

demand shop,

NOW IS THE TIME TO GET STARTED!

 

This is a course that was very intentionally created to open sellers up to

the world of what really works when growing their businesses.

I've helped thousands of sellers over the last 4 years and I am determined

to continue helping many more. It is my passion and I love to see others

flourish as well.

If you're tired of the endless fluffy/filler print on demand information

that's so rampant on the internet... it's time to invest in your future. It's

time to invest in the right information... to get clarity on how to get what

you want! Let's have some fun.

ENROLL RIGHT NOW!

If you're still reading, there may be something holding you back...

You may be asking yourself...

Will I learn about SEO strategy in this course? + What makes this course different from any others? +

Are there refunds if I decide I don't want the course

anymore?
+ Are you other courses included in this course? +

PAY IN FULL 

(with special bonuses!)

$1,697

ENROLL IN COURSE

Apply for 3-12 Month Payment

Plan (North America only)

$1,997

PAYMENT PLAN

ENROLLMENT
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M O D U L E  T H R E E :  D E V E L O P

 

Development is the ever-evolving process of taking your business to new

levels all the time. Your shop's expansion depends on this phase and it's

something I've boiled down to an absolute science over the years. It's one thing

to be good at identifying trends and creating good designs... It's a totally

different thing to know how to build a consistent, booming business over time

with those trends and designs! This is a piece of the puzzle that most sellers are

fully missing and that's what the development phase is all about.

 In module three, you’re going to learn:

If you're amazing for a long term, full time business -

you have to be an expert at long term development

strategies.

How to take what you've learned in module 1 & 2 and expand on this

information by testing, collecting real time data, and building out on

what's working (affectionately coined my "scientist/ detective/gymnast"

phases).

!

How to pay close attention to specific signals your customers are sending

you about what they're wanting that most sellers miss entirely. 

!

How to continue to smash your goals and develop a strong brand,

customer base, and product offering that stands the test of time.

!

https://www.beawolfbiz.com/offers/ZYtcmZCX
https://app.wizebank.co/student/checkout/f6c89334-2ebc-4e27-8344-51884bf00ab6?productId=67376684-c964-4270-95c5-11d2a65d1ef3&personalizedProductSelection=true
https://www.beawolfbiz.com/offers/ZYtcmZCX
https://app.wizebank.co/student/checkout/f6c89334-2ebc-4e27-8344-51884bf00ab6?productId=67376684-c964-4270-95c5-11d2a65d1ef3&personalizedProductSelection=true

